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02_We’re Working
Overtime
Did you know that
we typically filter
two million pieces of
sensory data
every second?1
Our brains are working
overtime to process
all that information. In
many cases, we don’t
realise the effect that
this is having on us.
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Factor in external
distractions, stresses
and strains and,
collectively, this
is contributing to
declining productivity
levels and the epidemic
of overwhelm amongst
office staff.
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https://www.worktechacademy.com/productivity-office-acoustics-matter/

03_Sound Impacts
Productivity
Noise pollution is one of
the biggest culprits.
According to the
workplace journal ‘The
Leesman Review’, 99%
of people said that their
concentration
was impaired by
office noise1.
This has an impact not
only on the individual,
but on businesses
as well.
Studies have shown
it can take workers
20 minutes2 to regain
concentration after
being distracted, causing
countless ‘lost hours’ in
the working day, week
and year.
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Leesman Review (Issue 17)
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324339204578173252223022388

04_Fight or Flight
The reason we get
distracted by external
stimuli is due to our
innate fight or flight
response to
certain sounds.
Our ancestors lived
in a word where loud,
distinguishable noises
are linked to high-stress
events that typically
signalled danger. Think
of thunder, animal roars,
screams and war cries,
for instance.
Today, we get the same
fight or flight surges
from more mundane
sounds like alarms,
phones and even leaf
blowers. Even when
we’re not under threat,
our bodies still react like
there is an imminent risk
to our wellbeing.
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05_Office
Distractions
The office is ripe with
these distracting noises
that trigger our nervous
system into action.
Research has shown
that loud conversations,
ringtones, music
and snacking are all
contributing to people
becoming distracted and
frustrated while at work.
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Left unchecked, these
normal, day-to-day
sounds can cause staff
to become unhappy and
productivity to decrease.
In today’s office, sound
is the unseen enemy of
the workforce.

06_The ‘Triple S’
Process
All of these noises can
be reduced or removed
when you follow the
principles of sound
acoustic design.
By following Creatif’s
simple ‘Triple S’ design
process, you can turn
any office into an
acoustically effective
working environment.
Together, or used
individually, these
will reduce unwanted
background sound
and help create a
more peaceful working
environment.
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Soak:
Acoustic wall panels, carpets and ceiling
tiles help soak up excess sound.

Stop:
Solid barriers, partitions and walls
help stop sound

Soothe:
Sound masking helps cover up sound

07_Solutions
There are many different
methods that can
be used to create an
acoustically comfortable
environment.
You could use wall and
ceiling tiles, baffles,
printed panels - even
a moveable partition.
The list goes on and
on but crucially, those
distracting echoes,
reverberation and sound
waves won’t.
With the impact that
background sound
now at a minimum,
your staff will be able
to concentrate on the
important things - and
they’ll feel better for
it too.

08_Contact Us
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sales@creatif.org.uk
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Stay one step ahead and
factor acoustics in from
the outset.
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Many businesses find out
about the importance of
acoustics when it’s too
late; after a fitout has
been completed, when
the technology has been
installed and when the
office is filled with people.

